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WELCOME TO THE AGE OF CLIMATE MIGRATION 

Extreme weather due to climate change displaced more than a million 
people from their homes last year. In 2017, a string of climate 
disasters – six big hurricanes in the Atlantic, wildfires in the West, 
horrific mudslides, high-temperature records breaking all over the 
country – caused $306 billion in damage, killing more than 300 
people. After Hurricane Maria, 300,000 Puerto Ricans fled to Florida, 
and disaster experts estimate that climate and weather events 
displaced more than 1 million Americans from their homes last year. 
Climate change is going to remap our world, changing not just how we 
live but where we live.  Some people may try to stick around and fight 
it out with Mother Nature, but most will not. "People will do what 
they have done for thousands of years," says Vivek Shandas, a 
professor of urban studies and planning at Portland State University. 
"They will migrate to better climates." Read  more on RollingStone. 
See also: Why Climate Migrants Do Not Have Refugee Status 

SOUND THE ALARM: 66% OF THE WORLD WILL 
HAVE SEVERELY LIMITED ACCESS TO WATER IN 
JUST 7 YEARS 
South Africa is in its death throws as the worst drought in the 
country’s recorded history is plaguing the Rainbow Nation. For the 
past few years, climate scientists have been issuing dire 
warnings: Day Zero is approaching, and fast. Day Zero is the 
nickname given to the date when the city of Cape Town, South Africa 
is expected to be the first in the world to run out of water. And 
what’s even worse, the United Nations has made a statement 
claiming that this will happen to 2/3rds of the globe by the year 
2025 — just 7 years from now. Around 1.2 billion people, or almost 
one-fifth of the world's population, live in areas of physical scarcity, 
and 500 million people are approaching this situation.  
Read more on Daily Kos. 
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COKE, NESTLÉ NEAR OWNERSHIP OF WORLD’S 

SECOND LARGEST AQUIFER 

A concerted push is underway in South America that could see one of the 
world’s largest reserves of fresh water soon fall into the hands of 
transnational corporations such as Coca-Cola and Nestle . The deal would 
grant a consortium of U.S. and Europe-based conglomerates exclusive rights 
to the aquifer that would last over 100 years. These companies belong to 
the 2030 Water Resources Group (2030WRG), a transnational consortium 
that includes AB Inbev, Coca-Cola, Dow, Nestle  and PepsiCo. 2030WRG bills 
itself as “a unique public-private-civil society collaboration” and hides its 
intention to privatize developing nations’ water supplies by claiming to 
“facilitate open, trust-based dialogue processes to drive action on water 
resources reform in water-stressed countries in developing economies” and 
“close the gap between water demand and supply by the year 2030.”   

Read more on Mint Press News. 

WHY SOME CONSERVATIVES 

ARE BLIND TO CLIMATE CHANGE 

In recent years, we have been exposed to an abundance of information about climate change. 
This often takes the form of news articles about carbon emissions and the hurricanes, floods 
and forest fires bolstered by climate change. Despite the strong evidence that human activities 
are contributing to climate change, a small minority of the public disagrees with the scientific 
consensus. It was found that people who are concerned about climate change are better at 
seeing climate-related words, such as carbon, right after the first target than those who are 
less concerned. Participants were asked about their political orientation, income, education, 
religion, profession, experience with natural disasters and whether they owned a home near 
sea level. The data showed: Conservatives who were less concerned about climate change 
were less likely to see climate-related words than liberals who were worried about the issue.  
Unconcerned conservatives may be more blind to the same headlines about climate change 
and therefore become more entrenched in their disbelief. If we’re to be successful 
communicating the risks of climate change to conservatives, we may need to go about it in a 
different way.  Read more on The Conversation. 

IF THE WORLD BUILDS EVERY COAL PLANT THAT’S 

PLANNED, CLIMATE CHANGE GOALS ARE DOOMED 

The much-heralded demise of the coal industry may be overstated, a new 
scientific analysis asserts — finding that if all planned plants were 
constructed, the world would have little chance of meeting its climate 
change goals. The new study, by Ottmar Edenhofer of the Mercator 
Research Institute on Global Commons and Climate Change in Berlin, and 
three colleagues, finds that nations including Turkey, Vietnam and 
Indonesia could increase their emissions from coal dramatically between 
now and 2030, based on current plans. In combination with already 
existing infrastructure, these planned or in-construction plants, if run for a 
standard plant lifetime, could burn up much of the remaining carbon 
budget for holding Earth’s temperature increase below two degrees Celsius, 
or 3.6 degrees Fahrenheit, the research concludes.  

Read more on The 

https://www.mintpressnews.com/coca-cola-nestle-to-privatize-worlds-second-largest-aquifer-in-brazil/238082/
https://theconversation.com/why-some-conservatives-are-blind-to-climate-change-91549?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20March%202%202018&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20March%202%202018+CID_8df80
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2018/02/07/if-the-world-builds-all-its-planned-coal-plants-climate-change-goals-are-doomed-scientists-say/?utm_term=.310b1c97ff67&wpisrc=nl_green&wpmm=1
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INFANT DEATHS REMAIN COMMON IN THE 
DEVELOPING WORLD 
In 2016 around 1m newborn babies took their last breath on the same day 
as their first. A further 1.6m didn’t survive a month, and 2.6m more were 
stillborn—half of whom were alive at the start of labour. Although the 
worldwide neonatal death rate (defined as living for no more than 28 
days) has fallen during the past two decades, from 34 per 1,000 live births 
to 19, many countries still have worryingly high rates. Fortunately, a new 
publication by UNICEF reports that a large share of these deaths are 
preventable, suggesting that plenty of additional improvement is possible. 
In around 80% of cases, either infections or complications during labour 
are the leading cause of death.  

Read more on The Economist. 

WHEN THE ECONOMY SUFFERS, SO DOES 

PERSONAL HEALTH 

An unhealthy economy might portend bad news for 
physical and mental health. Researchers at Hunan 
University and the University of Hawaii theorized this 
lack of insurance, along with other factors, might have 
an impact on personal welfare. To test their theories, 
they looked at links between the health of the economy 
and personal health during the Great Recession.  A 1 
percentage point increase in the unemployment rate 
was linked to an increase in reports of poor health by 
between 7.8 and 8.8 percent. Furthermore, the study 
suggests that less educated people and women 
experienced more pronounced negative health effects 
during the Recession than more educated people and 
men.   

Read more on Journalist’s Resource. 

NIGERIA REACHES RECORD HIGH WITH 72 DEAD FROM 

LASSA FEVER 

Nigeria is facing its worst Lassa fever outbreak on record, with 72 people 
confirmed to be dead from the virus and 317 infected, according to 
the World Health Organization. A further 764 are suspected to be infected, 
and 2,845 contacts have been identified. Although it's endemic to the 
country, Lassa fever numbers have never reached this proportion before, 
according to the WHO. The WHO said that health facilities were 
overstretched in the southern states of Edo, Ondo and Ebonyi, and it is 
working with national reference hospitals and the Alliance for 
International Medical Action to rapidly expand and better equip 
treatment centers.  Given the large number of states affected, many people 
will seek treatment in health facilities that are not appropriately prepared 
to care for Lassa fever, and the risk of infection to healthcare workers is 
likely to increase. There is risk of the virus spreading to other West 
African countries due to increased migration.  Read more on CNN. 

 

https://www.economist.com/blogs/graphicdetail/2018/02/daily-chart-14?cid1=cust/ddnew/email/n/n/20180221n/owned/n/n/ddnew/n/n/n/nNA/Daily_Dispatch/email&etear=dailydispatch
https://journalistsresource.org/studies/society/public-health/great-recession-economy-health?utm_source=JR-email&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=JR-email%22%20target=%22_self%252
https://www.cnn.com/2018/03/01/health/nigeria-lassa-fever-outbreak-record-high/index.html
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U.N. CHIEF PICKS A VERY RICH NEW YORKER (NOT NAMED 
TRUMP) FOR CLIMATE JOB 

The United Nations secretary general, Anto nio Guterres, has appointed a 
billionaire politician from New York to be his special envoy for climate action. 
It amounted to a finger in the eye of another New York billionaire: the one who 
occupies the White House and who has dismissed the fact of climate change. 
The appointment of Michael R. Bloomberg, a former mayor of New York City 
who is a prominent advocate in the fight against climate change, to the United 
Nations post comes a year ahead of a summit meeting on global warming that 
the secretary general is planning. Mr. Bloomberg, who was mayor of New York 
City from 2002 to 2013, has teamed up with one of Mr. Trump’s most 
outspoken critics, Gov. Jerry Brown of California, to press cities and states to 
reduce their own greenhouse gas emissions to help the United States meet its 
Paris agreement targets. Read more on The New York Times. 

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS HEALTH:             
FIRST NATIONS RECEIVE $20 MILLION FOR OPIOID CRISIS 
Seven months after announcing $322 million to address British Columbia’s 
opioid crisis, the province and First Nations Health Authority announced that 
$20 million of that money will be spent on prevention, harm reduction and 
treatment services for First Nations people in B.C. The $20 million will be 
controlled by the health authority and delivered over three years, with $4 
million this year and $8 million in each of 2019 and 2020. Of the $4 million, 
$2.4 million will be spent on culturally relevant harm reduction projects in 55 
communities. Overall the $4 million will provide reserve, rural, and urban 
communities with greater access to naloxone training, opioid substitute 
treatment, telehealth services and peer-to-peer support in accessing 
healthcare and decreasing stigma. Data released by the First Nations Health 
Authority last August found Indigenous people in the province were five times 
more likely to overdose and three times more likely to die than non-
Indigenous people.  We need to have projects like this in order to disrupt 
colonization that still continues today. Read more on The Tyee. 

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY:  
TRUMP DIRECTS EPA TO BEGIN DISMANTLING CLEAN 
WATER RULE 
President Trump stepped up his attack on federal environmental 
protections last week, issuing an order directing his administration 
to begin the long process of rolling back sweeping clean water rules 
that were enacted by his predecessor. The contentious rule had been 
fought for years by farmers, ranchers, real estate developers and 
others, who complained it invited heavy-handed bureaucrats to 
burden their businesses with onerous restrictions and fines for 
minor violations. Both the climate and the clean water rules were 
enacted only after a long and tedious process of public hearings, 
scientific analysis and bureaucratic review. 
Read more on The Los Angeles Times. 

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/03/05/climate/bloomberg-un-climate.html?wpisrc=nl_energy202&wpmm=1
https://thetyee.ca/News/2018/02/09/First-Nations-Receive-20-Million-For-Opioid-Crisis/?utm_source=weekly&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=120218
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-na-pol-trump-water-20170228-story.html
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DATE CONFERENCE LOCATION REGISTER 

Available  

Now 
Global Health Watch 5 Launch 

Online-available 

now 

http://www.phmovement.org/en/

node/10778  

March 

16-18 
2018 CUGH Conference 

New York 

USA 
www.CUGH2018.org  

April  

6-7 

Closing the Gap: The Next 150: 

Reconciliation and Health 

Ottawa 

Canada 
https://www.upstreamconference.ca/ 

April 

20-22 

BioVision Alexandria 2018 

 

Alexandria 

Egypt 

http://www.bibalex.org/bva2018/home/

StaticPage.aspx?page=69 

May 

25-27 

Bethune Round Table: The Role of the  

Trainee in Global Surgery 

Toronto 

Canada 
https://bethuneroundtable.com/ 

June 
McGill University Summer Institutes in Infec-

tious Diseases and Global Health 

Montreal 

Canada 

http://mcgill-idgh.ca/courses/tuberculosis-

research-methods/ 

Oct 

8-12 

5th Global Symposium on Health Systems 

Research 

Liverpool 

England 

http://healthsystemsresearch.org/ 

hsr2018/ 

Nov 

15-19 
4th People’s Health Assembly 

Dhaka 

Bangladesh 

http://www.phmovement.org/en/

node/10805 

QUOTE OF THE WEEK 

 

"Unless disabled people are systematically included in development work, they 
won’t be miraculously swept along with progress...Action is needed on all levels. 
Everyone is responsible for disability inclusion — not just development agencies 

or NGOs; people with disabilities are citizens of their countries.”  

 

-Judith Heumann, Global Ambassador for the Leonard Cheshire Foundation  

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.devex.com/news/dfid-meets-with-disability-advocates-on-inclusive-development-

92283?

mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldFMk5HWXlNVEZsTlRBeiIsInQiOiJkNmlUVEVBR2JnNlVPUjcyS1Q5MzJjcHJWM

VBEdm9ZYWdLK1F4QUZtZ3FmMlZ1SkE1OTNkZHhMYzhXVnN2Wnd6YVN5elU2N21BemphWTd5

M2lWQ2lBVzFkQ1lpdHcwSFJcL0hLYlp1RFdiQWJzXC9VU01ac1owd2pCZGROZDZ1d0tLIn0%3D  

https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://twitter.com/planetaryweekly
https://instagram.com/planetaryhealthweekly/
https://www.facebook.com/pages/Planetary-Health-Weekly/842076405858777?fref=ts
https://www.devex.com/news/dfid-meets-with-disability-advocates-on-inclusive-development-92283?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldFMk5HWXlNVEZsTlRBeiIsInQiOiJkNmlUVEVBR2JnNlVPUjcyS1Q5MzJjcHJWMVBEdm9ZYWdLK1F4QUZtZ3FmMlZ1SkE1OTNkZHhMYzhXVnN2Wnd6YVN5elU2N21BemphWTd5M2lWQ2lBVzFk
https://www.devex.com/news/dfid-meets-with-disability-advocates-on-inclusive-development-92283?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldFMk5HWXlNVEZsTlRBeiIsInQiOiJkNmlUVEVBR2JnNlVPUjcyS1Q5MzJjcHJWMVBEdm9ZYWdLK1F4QUZtZ3FmMlZ1SkE1OTNkZHhMYzhXVnN2Wnd6YVN5elU2N21BemphWTd5M2lWQ2lBVzFk
https://www.devex.com/news/dfid-meets-with-disability-advocates-on-inclusive-development-92283?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldFMk5HWXlNVEZsTlRBeiIsInQiOiJkNmlUVEVBR2JnNlVPUjcyS1Q5MzJjcHJWMVBEdm9ZYWdLK1F4QUZtZ3FmMlZ1SkE1OTNkZHhMYzhXVnN2Wnd6YVN5elU2N21BemphWTd5M2lWQ2lBVzFk
https://www.devex.com/news/dfid-meets-with-disability-advocates-on-inclusive-development-92283?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldFMk5HWXlNVEZsTlRBeiIsInQiOiJkNmlUVEVBR2JnNlVPUjcyS1Q5MzJjcHJWMVBEdm9ZYWdLK1F4QUZtZ3FmMlZ1SkE1OTNkZHhMYzhXVnN2Wnd6YVN5elU2N21BemphWTd5M2lWQ2lBVzFk
https://www.devex.com/news/dfid-meets-with-disability-advocates-on-inclusive-development-92283?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiWldFMk5HWXlNVEZsTlRBeiIsInQiOiJkNmlUVEVBR2JnNlVPUjcyS1Q5MzJjcHJWMVBEdm9ZYWdLK1F4QUZtZ3FmMlZ1SkE1OTNkZHhMYzhXVnN2Wnd6YVN5elU2N21BemphWTd5M2lWQ2lBVzFk


 

Over the last 30 years, armed conflicts have left a trail of death and destruction in Iraq. They 
have killed hundreds of thousands of people, and wounded many more, laying cities and towns 
to waste. The years of fighting have destroyed large swaths of agricultural land and woodland. 
They damaged industrial areas, creating hotspots of pollution. They crippled the healthcare 
system and critical infrastructure, and they severely degraded governmental capacity for 
industrial and environmental oversight. Following the US invasion in 2003, major efforts were 
undertaken to repair and rebuild the country, although these were often hampered by 
insufficient resources, insecurity and corruption. These factors meant that many environmental 
problems, such as the pollution caused by the wars, were neglected.  

Read more on Pax for Peace. 
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NEW BOOK: 

LIVING UNDER A BLACK SKY 

https://www.paxforpeace.nl/publications/all-publications/living-under-a-black-sky
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FYI 
THE LANCET'S SPECIAL ISSUE 

ON CANADIAN HEALTH 
CARE 

 

Paraphrased from a recent email from Dr. Trevor Young, Dean of Medicine, University of Toronto: 

You might be interested to read The Lancet's special issue on Canadian health care, released on February 23 in 
Ottawa in partnership with the University of Toronto and centred around the work of leading UofT Faculty of 
Medicine scholars.  

Professors Danielle Martin (Family and Community Medicine) and Stephanie Nixon (Physical Therapy) were 
the lead authors on two main articles — each giving a nuanced and thought-provoking perspective. The Vice 
Dean of Partnerships, Professor Lynn Wilson, spoke at the launch event, which involved the Honourable Jane 
Philpott, Minister of Indigenous Services and UofTMed alumna, as well as a panel discussion moderated 
by André Picard of the Globe and Mail.  
 
The Washington Post covered Professor Martin's publication, which focuses on particular challenges in 
Canada's health system, including the need for more action on the social determinants of health and greater 
health outcomes for Indigenous populations. And Professor Nixon's publication featured Canada's role in global 
health, argues that we need to translate aspirational messages about health equity and inclusion into real 
action, both at home and abroad.  
 
Read the entire Canada issue here. Professor Nixon has also written an op-ed in the Toronto Star.  

https://prdenpfe1.utorcsi.utoronto.ca/t.aspx?S=1&ID=2736&NL=2256&N=2872&SI=1499&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwww.washingtonpost.com%2fnews%2fworldviews%2fwp%2f2018%2f02%2f23%2fcanadas-health-care-system-is-a-point-of-national-pride-but-a-study-shows-it-might-be-stalled%
https://prdenpfe1.utorcsi.utoronto.ca/t.aspx?S=1&ID=2736&NL=2256&N=2872&SI=1499&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.thelancet.com%2fjournals%2flancet%2farticle%2fPIIS0140-6736(18)30181-8%2ffulltext
https://prdenpfe1.utorcsi.utoronto.ca/t.aspx?S=1&ID=2736&NL=2256&N=2872&SI=1499&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.thelancet.com%2fjournals%2flancet%2farticle%2fPIIS0140-6736(18)30181-8%2ffulltext
https://prdenpfe1.utorcsi.utoronto.ca/t.aspx?S=1&ID=2736&NL=2256&N=2872&SI=1499&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.thelancet.com%2fjournals%2flancet%2farticle%2fPIIS0140-6736(18)30322-2%2ffulltext
https://prdenpfe1.utorcsi.utoronto.ca/t.aspx?S=1&ID=2736&NL=2256&N=2872&SI=1499&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.thelancet.com%2fjournals%2flancet%2farticle%2fPIIS0140-6736(18)30322-2%2ffulltext
https://prdenpfe1.utorcsi.utoronto.ca/t.aspx?S=1&ID=2736&NL=2256&N=2872&SI=1499&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwww.thelancet.com%2fseries%2fcanada
https://prdenpfe1.utorcsi.utoronto.ca/t.aspx?S=1&ID=2736&NL=2256&N=2872&SI=1499&URL=https%3a%2f%2fwww.thestar.com%2fopinion%2fcontributors%2f2018%2f02%2f27%2fcanadas-has-an-opportunity-to-lead-the-g7-on-global-health-equity.html
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THE BEST AVAILABLE EVIDENCE 
SUGGESTS NRA-BACKED GUN 

POLICIES ARE MAKING CRIME WORSE  

The best available evidence suggests two major National Rifle Association gun policy prescriptions — what 
are known as “stand your ground” self-defense laws and permissive concealed carry laws — increase 
homicides and violent crime. 

That is according to a massive new study by the RAND Corporation, an independent think tank. The group's 
experts scoured thousands of academic papers on gun violence in an effort to make definitive statements 
about how gun policies affect crime and safety. They winnowed that list down to only the highest-quality 
studies — just 62 in total — containing evidence capable of establishing a causal link between a gun policy 
change and a specific outcome. 

Because the RAND researchers' criteria for including studies in their final analysis were rigorous, for the 
majority of policies and outcomes, there was not enough good research to make any definitive statements — a 
clear indication of how little we  know about how to prevent gun violence.  

RAND's researchers also uncovered limited evidence that on balance, permissive concealed carry 
laws increase overall rates of violent crime. While studies into the effects of concealed carry on the rates of 
specific crimes, like murder, armed robbery and rape, were generally contradictory and inconclusive, 
one recent high-quality study conducted in 2016 concluded that on net, the expansion of concealed carry laws 
increased violent crime overall. There is also evidence showing that permissive concealed carry laws increase 
rates of accidental firearm injury.  

The RAND findings diverged from the NRA's preferences in other key areas, as well. For instance, the group 
has lobbied against laws intended to prevent children from getting their hands on unsecured guns. RAND's 
researchers uncovered strong evidence that these laws prevent unintentional firearm injuries among adults 
and children, and that they're effective at preventing suicides, as well.  

Read more on The Washington Post. 

PAGE | 8 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2018/03/02/the-best-available-evidence-suggests-nra-backed-gun-policies-are-making-crime-worse/?utm_term=.1d31fbb516f9
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Those of us committed to solving the climate crisis all share a common purpose. But 
that definitely doesn’t mean we approach action the same way. 

Each of us brings our own set of skills (and our own story) to the table. So what kind 
of activist are you? Take the quiz to find out – and discover one way to take action 
that works with your style. 

Take the Quiz here. 

QUIZ:  

WHAT KIND OF CLIMATE 
ACTIVIST ARE YOU? 

PAGE | 9 

https://www.climaterealityproject.org/blog/quiz-what-kind-climate-activist-are-you?utm_source=advocacy&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=general&utm_content=climate_activist_quiz%27


 

In 2017, United Edge led twelve training sessions across Southeast Asia. Our aim was to 
bring together different national players in civil society to look at how we can develop and 
improve our work to lead to more tangible and permanent positive changes for society. 
Despite the fact that the recommendations represent voices from seven different 
countries, there are some key themes that were highlighted by participants in almost every 
workshop.  

Clearly, civil society across Southeast Asia is in alignment about our pressing priorities. 
The first step in ensuring that people are able to enjoy their rights is making sure they 
know exactly what their rights are. This is a little more complicated than it first sounds 
since there are international, regional and national laws that all in some way represent the 
rights of both groups and individuals, as well as well established standards when legal 
rights are missing.  

One thing is clear though – no one can try to claim their rights effectively if they 
don’t know what their rights are. Knowledge is power.  

Read more on United Edge. 

FYI 
WORKING FOR HUMAN RIGHTS  

AND JUSTICE:  
TEN RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CIVIL 

SOCIETY FROM CIVIL SOCIETY 
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https://www.unitededge.net/single-post/Top-Recommendations-for-Civil-Society-from-Civil-Society


 

FYI 

Research Literacy for Health and Community Practice introduces students to fundamental research 
concepts that will enable them to think critically about research and to recognize effective methods for 
understanding and utilizing research for practice. Rather than outlining methods for conducting research, 
this textbook outlines skills for engaging with research literature, including how to frame and organize 
knowledge, interpret and evaluate evidence using qualitative and quantitative approaches, distinguish 
between research and other forms of information, and implement “best evidence” practices. 
 
Offering a wealth of exercises, recommended readings, online resources, and in-class activities, this 
textbook satisfies the need for practical, beginner-level resources in research literacy courses across 
health studies disciplines.  

Read more on Canadian Scholars. 
PAGE | 11 

RESEARCH LITERACY FOR HEALTH 

AND COMMUNITY PRACTICE 

https://www.canadianscholars.ca/books/research-literacy-for-health-and-community-practice
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